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ORDER, ORDER, ORDER: POSTPONEMENT OF PUBLICATION 

ORDERS AND JUDICIAL ORDERING OF BALANCE BETWEEN 

FREEDOM OF PRESS AND ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE 

PROF. (DR.) A. DAVID AMBROSE*

ABSTRACT 

Media trial or trial by media gets in the way of due administration of justice as it affects fair 

trial and the faith in the administration of justice which is one of the pillars on which democratic 

institution functions. The clash between free press and administration of justice often touches 

upon many fundamental principles and rights like principle of open justice, fair trial, presumption 

of innocence, the right of defence of the accused, trail by newspapers and TV channels and 

contempt of court, prior restraint and neutralizing devices. The judiciary, which is a balancing 

wheel between the rights has been rightly called to resolve the free press - administration of justice 

conflict by finding an acceptable constitutional balance between the two which is indeed an 

arduous task. To resolve this conflict and to strike a balance between these competing interests 

the judiciary has propounded the “Postponement of Publication Orders” (PPOs) or the “order of 

postponement of publication”. An attempt has been made in this short paper to analyse the nature, 

scope, and ambit of such PPOs. While doing so the nature and ingredients of the media trial (free 

press) and administration of justice will also be discussed.  

   

I. INTRODUCTION 

In India, freedom of press or free press is, unlike in America, recognized indirectly under 

Art19 (1) (a) of Indian Constitution1, which guarantees to every citizen freedom of speech and 

expression. At the time when free press was given the constitutional recognition, generally 

speaking, the notion of Indian mass media was generally restricted solely to print media as radio; 

television and video were introduced later only. Due to developments in the field of electronic and 

information technology today mass media in India includes TV, radio, cinema, video, internet etc. 

Until recently the major activity of mass media was restricted to publication of news and views. 

However, of late, the activities of mass media have increased many folds and undergone drastic 

changes2. Though major activity of mass media including the web media involves news and 

                                                           
* The Author serves as Professor of Law and Head at the Department of Legal Studies, University of 

Madras, Chennai.  
1 Romesh Thapar vs Union of India, AIR 1950 SC 124. 
2 “…….. Media or Mass Media are the source of reaching a large audience in order to rely information, news or entertainment, 

as the touch of a button, click of a mouse or simply a glimpse at the morning daily is enough to make available a host of 
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journalism, it also encompasses entertainment, information, discussion and moulding of opinions, 

monitoring of public and political activities etc. One of the major activities of media based on the 

above said activities today, especially the last two, turned out to be investigative journalism that 

includes media reporting and media trial.  

Unfortunately media trial or trial by media gets in the way of due administration of justice 

as it affects fair trial and the faith in the administration of justice which is one of the pillars on 

which democratic institution functions3. This, in turn, snowballs in to a controversy, involving free 

press and administration of justice. The clash between free press and administration of justice 

often touches upon many fundamental principles and rights like principle of open justice, fair trial, 

presumption of innocence, the right of defence of the accused, trail by newspapers and TV 

channels and contempt of court, prior restraint and neutralizing devices. Therefore, the judiciary, 

which is a balancing wheel between the rights4 has been rightly called to resolve the free press - 

administration of justice conflict by finding an acceptable constitutional balance between the two 

which is indeed an arduous task5.This conflict is also been viewed as a clash between a right- 

freedom of speech and expression - and a duty -to maintain public confidence in the administration 

of justice6. To resolve this conflict and to strike a balance between these competing interests the 

judiciary has propounded the “Postponement of Publication Orders” (PPOs) or the “order of 

postponement of publication”. An attempt has been made in this short paper to analyse the nature, 

scope, and ambit of such postponement of publication orders. While doing so the nature and 

ingredients of the media trial (free press) and administration of justice will also be discussed.  

II. MEDIA TRIAL AND ADMINISTRATION JUSTICE 

The effect of media trial on administration of justice can be best understood from the 

Supreme Court’s observation that ‘a trial by press, electronic media or by way of a public agitation 

                                                           
opportunities to educate ourselves about some new aspect of the world……...”; see K. Suthan vs The Manonmaniam 

Sundaranar University, rep. by its Registrar, Tirunelveli & Others, Writ Petition (MD) No. 2976 of 2015 para 8; 

CDJ 2015 MHC 4196. 
3 P.N. Dudavs vs. P. Shiv Shankar AIR 1988 SC 1208 para 8. 
4 “At the outset, it may be stated that the Supreme Court is not only the sentinel of the fundamental rights but also a balancing 

wheel between the rights, subject to social control”; Sahara India Real Estate Corporation Ltd. and Ors. vs Securities and 

Exchange Board of India and Anr., (2012) 10 SCC 603; 2012 AIR (SC) 3829 para 25. 
5 “Finding an acceptable constitutional balance between free press and administration of justice is a difficult task in every legal 

system”; ibid at para1. 
6“In a clash of competing interests in constitutional contours, this case calls to strike a balance between the freedom of speech 

and expression, a salutary right in a liberal democratic society and paramount countervailing duty to maintain public confidence 

in the administration of justice”; Dr. D.C. Saxena vs Hon’ble the Chief Justice of India 1996(5) SCC 216 para 1. 
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is the very anti-thesis of rule of law and can lead to miscarriage of justice’7. In the following ways, 

trial by media interferes with administration of justice especially in criminal matters: 

 When media conducts parallel investigations and points its finger at persons who may 

indeed be innocent then the accused persons’ human right to be presumed innocent8 is 

violated9. 

 If the media publishes the identity of witnesses in sensational cases both civil and criminal, 

then the witnesses are exposed to danger and pressure10. 

If excessive publicity in the media about a suspect or an accused before trial prejudices a 

fair trial or results in characterizing him as a person who had indeed committed the crime, it 

amounts to undue interference with the “administration of justice”. Further, publications which 

are prejudicial to a suspect or accused may affect Judges also subconsciously. The Law 

Commission in its 200th Report has identified about ten categories of media publications as 

prejudicial to a suspect or accused11 and they are as follows: 

“(1) Publications concerning the character of accused or previous Conclusions; 

(2) Publication of Confessions; 

(3) Publications which comment or reflect upon the merits of the case; 

(4) Photographs;  

(5) Police activities; 

                                                           
7State of Maharashtra vs Rajendra Jawanmal Gandhi 1997 (8) SCC 386. 
8 Article 11 of the Universal Declaration deals with the right to be presumed innocent and reads as: “Article 

11 (1) Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law in a 

public trial at which he has all the guarantees necessary for his defence”; see also Article 14(2) of ICCPR which provides 

that “Everyone charged with a criminal offence shall have the right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to 

law.” 
9“Presumption of innocence of an accused is a legal presumption and should not be destroyed at the very threshold through the 

process of media trial and that too when the investigation is pending. In that event, it will be opposed to the very basic rule of 

law and would impinge upon the protection granted to an accused under Article 21 of the Constitution”; Sidhartha Vashisht 

vs State (NCT of Delhi) AIR 2010 SC 2352 para 151; see also Ranjitsing Brahmajeetsing Sharma vs State of 

Maharashtra (2005) 5 SCC 294. 
10 See Naresh Shridhar Mirajkar vs State of Maharashtra AIR 1967 SC 1, where the Court dealt with the power 

of a court to prohibit publication of the court proceedings or evidence of the cases outside the court by the 

media. The Court further held that the evidence of the witness need not receive excessive publicity as fear 

of such publicity may prevent the witness from speaking the truth; see para 30. 
11 See Chapter IX of the 200th Report of the Law Commission on “Trial by Media: Free Speech vs. Fair Trial 

Under Criminal Procedure (Amendments to the Contempt of Court Act, 1971)”. 
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(6) Imputation of innocence; 

(7) Creating an atmosphere of prejudice; 

(8) Criticism of witnesses; 

(9) Premature publication of evidence; and  

(10) Publication of interviews with witnesses.” 

III. POSTPONEMENT OF PUBLICATION ORDERS (PPOS) 

A joint reading of sec. 2 and sec. 3 of the Contempt of Courts Act, 197112 makes it clear that 

those publications, which interfere or tend to interfere with the administration of justice amount 

to criminal contempt. In order to nullify the effect of prejudicial publications on administration of 

justice the Courts have, over a period of time, evolved some procedural devices generally referred 

as “neutralizing devices” or “neutralizing techniques” like change of venue, ordering re-trial, 

reversal of conviction on appeal etc.13. Interestingly, prior restraint of publication acts as an 

effective and substantive method to prevent the interference especially in countries where freedom 

of the press is not expressly protected as an absolute right. However, prior restraint is generally 

seen as an extreme step that freezes free press14, an oppressive form of censorship bearing a heavy 

presumption against its constitutional validity15 and therefore used sparingly16. 

The Supreme Court accepting the challenging task of finding an acceptable constitutional 

balance between free press and administration of justice and anxious to establish that its 

propositions do not yet constitute prior restraint has judiciously opted for ‘postponement’ instead 

of ‘restraint’ aiming at minimizing the damage to free press at the same time upholding 

administration of justice. 

                                                           
12 Sec. 2 (c) (iii) of the Act deals with the publications that “interferes or tends to interfere with, or obstructs 

or tends to obstruct, the administration of justice in any other manner” and sec. 3 covers innocent 

publication and distribution of matter not contempt. 
13Sahara India Real Estate Corporation Ltd. and Ors. vs Securities and Exchange Board of India and Anr.; Supra note 4 

at para 17. 
14“If it can be said that a threat of criminal or civil sanctions after publication 'chills' speech, prior restraint 'freezes' it at least 

for the time”; A. Bickel, The Morality of Consent (1975) at p 61; cf. Nebraska Press Association vs Stuart 427 

U.S. 539 (1976). 
15 New York Times vs United States, (1971) 40 U.S. 713. 
16 The test formulated for prior restraint was that any preventive injunction against the press must be based 

on reasonable grounds for keeping the administration of justice unimpaired and that, there must be 

reasonable ground to believe that the danger apprehended is real and imminent; see Reliance Petrochemicals 

Limited vs Proprietors of Indian Express Newspapers Bombay (P) Limited AIR 1989 SC 190. 
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In Sahara India Real Estate Corporation Ltd. and Ors. vs Securities and Exchange Board of India and 

Anr.,17after reaching an amazing finding that the power of Courts to postpone reporting of judicial 

proceedings in the interest of administration of justice is prevalent in most jurisdictions, a 

Constitution Bench of the Supreme Court has approved PPOs. Based on numerous judicial 

precedents that had sanctioned prior restraints as constitutionally permissible18, the Supreme Court 

endorsed the view that such orders prohibiting publication for a temporary period during the 

course of trial are permissible under the inherent powers of the court whenever the court is 

satisfied that interest of justice so requires19. 

IV. NATURE OF PPOS – A NEUTRALIZING DEVICE 

The Supreme Court took pains to demonstrate that PPOs are just a neutralizing device 

and not prior restraint20. In Court’s esteemed view the orders of postponement of publications/ 

publicity in appropriate cases, ‘keeping in mind the timing (the stage at which it should be ordered), 

its duration and the right of appeal to challenge such orders is just a neutralizing device, when no other 

alternative such as change of venue or postponement of trial is available evolved by courts as a 

preventive measure to protect the press from getting prosecuted for contempt and also to prevent 

administration of justice from getting perverted or prejudiced’21. PPOs are evolved by the courts 

‘to balance interests of equal weightage, viz., freedom of expression vis-à-vis freedom of trial, in the 

context of the law of contempt’22 and they help Courts to balance the conflicting societal interests 

of right to know vis-à-vis fair administration of justice23.  

A. PPOs’ Legal Foundation 

In the opinion of the Supreme Court, the power to pass PPOs is found in the inherent 

powers of Courts of Record which are vested with the powers to punish contempt and the 

principle underlying PPOs, according to the Court, is that it prevents possible contempt by the 

                                                           
17Supra note 4.  
18 “we wish to clarify that the reliance on the above judgments is only to show that “prior restraint” per se has not been rejected 

as constitutionally impermissible”; ibid at para 29.   
19 Ibid at para 32. 
20 For the difference see Report of the Law Commission supra note 11 at p 161, where it has been said that 

‘In our view, if it is ‘prior restraint’ but only ‘postponement’ of publication, there is no ‘freezing’ at all’. 
21 Ibid at para 40. 
22 Ibid at para 42. (Emphasis supplied). 
23 Ibid. 
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Media24. The Supreme Court made it clear that the power conferred on the High Courts and the 

Supreme Court to see that “the administration of justice is not perverted, prejudiced, obstructed 

or interfered with” is derived from the second part of Art 129 and Art 215 which says “includes 

the powers to punish for contempt” and this power includes power of the courts of record to 

prohibit temporarily, statements being made in the media which would prejudice or obstruct or 

interfere with the administration of justice in a given case pending in the Supreme Court or the 

High Court or even in the subordinate courts25.  

B. PPOs – A Reasonable Restriction 

It has been found out26 that the PPOs fall within the ambit of reasonable restrictions under 

Article 19(2)27. Earlier in the case of Secretary, Ministry of Information & Broadcasting, Govt. of India vs 

Cricket Association of Bengal28 the Apex Court has held that even though “Article 19(2) does not use 

the words “national interest”, “interest of society” or “public interest” but the several grounds 

mentioned in Art 19(2) for imposition of restrictions such as security of the State29, public order, 

law in relation to contempt of court, defamation etc. are ultimately referable to societal interest 

which is another name for public interest”. 

The act of balancing of such rights or equal public interest by PPOs in deserving cases, the 

Court held, ‘would satisfy the test of reasonableness in Articles 14 and 19(2)’, as what is reasonable 

                                                           
24 “postponement order not only safeguards fairness of the later or connected trials, it prevents possible contempt by the Media”; 

ibid. 
25  ibid at para 33. 
26 “we hold that subject to above parameters, postponement orders fall under Article 19(2) and they satisfy the test of 

reasonableness”; ibid at para 42 
27 Art 19(2) runs as thus: “Nothing in sub-clause (a) of clause (1) shall affect the operation of any existing law, or prevent 

the State from making any law, in so far as such law imposes reasonable restrictions on the exercise of the right conferred by 

the said sub-clause in the interests of the sovereignty and integrity of India, the security of the State, friendly relations with 

foreign States, public order, decency or morality, or in relation to contempt of court, defamation or incitement to an offence.” 

(Emphasis supplied). 
28 (1995) 2 SCC 161 at para 189. 
29 Commenting upon the way the Mumbai terrorist attacks were covered by the mainstream, electronic 

media and shown live on the TV screen the Supreme Court expressed its deep anguish by saying that ‘by 

covering live the terrorists attack on Mumbai in the way it was done, the Indian TV channels were not 

serving any national interest or social cause. On the contrary they were acting in their own commercial 

interests putting the national security in jeopardy’; and said that “the freedom of expression’ like all other 

freedoms under Article 19, is subject to reasonable restrictions. An action tending to violate another 

person’s right to life guaranteed under Article 21 or putting the national security in jeopardy can never be 

justified by taking the plea of freedom of speech and expression’; Mohammed Ajmal Mohammad Amir Kasab 

@ Abu Mujahid vs State of Maharashtra at para 405-06; available at 

http://www.nia.gov.in/acts/Ajmal%20Kasab%20-%20Supreme%20Court%20Judgment.pdf.  
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in the context of Art 14 or Art 21 is also reasonable when it comes to Art 19(1)(a). The Court 

further held that “such orders of postponement are only to balance conflicting public interests or 

rights in Part III of Constitution. They also satisfy the requirements of justification under Art 14 

and Art 21”30. In addition, since the principle underlying postponement orders is that it prevents 

possible contempt and the postponement order is not a punitive measure but a preventive 

measure, PPOs are considered as a reasonable restriction31.  

C. Scope 

Before satisfying itself that ‘there is no general law for courts to postpone publicity, either 

prior to adjudication or during adjudication as it would depend on facts of each case’32 the Supreme 

Court observed that: 

“If in a given case, the appropriate Court finds infringement of such presumption by excessive prejudicial 

publicity by the newspapers (in general), then under inherent powers, the Courts of Record suo motu or on being 

approached or on report being filed before it by subordinate court can under its inherent powers under Article 129 

or Article 215 pass orders of postponement of publication for a limited period….33”  

 It can be easily discerned from the above opinion of the Court that PPOs can be 

passed by the higher judiciary, the Courts of Record (a) suo motu or (b) on being approached or (c) 

on report being filed before it by subordinate court that too for a limited period /time. Under the 

power of contempt the higher courts shall pass PPOs only when the following conditions are 

satisfied34: 

 The PPOs have to be necessarily passed only when other alternative measures such as change 

of venue or postponement of trial are not available.   

                                                           
30 Supra note 4 at para 42. 
31 Ibid 
32 Ibid at para 34. 
33 Ibid at para 33. 
34 “Such an order of postponement has to be passed only when other alternative measures such as change of venue or 

postponement of trial are not available.  In passing such orders of postponement, courts have to keep in mind the principle 

of proportionality and the test of necessity.  The applicant who seeks order of postponement of publicity must displace the 

presumption of Open Justice and only in such cases the higher courts shall pass the orders of postponement under Article 

129/Article 215 of the Constitution.  Such orders of postponement of publicity shall be passed for a limited period and 

subject to the courts evaluating in each case the necessity to pass such orders not only in the context of administration of 

justice but also in the context of the rights of the individuals to be protected from prejudicial publicity or mis-information, 

in other words, where the court is satisfied that Article 21 rights of a person are offended”. Ibid at para 34. 
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 The principle of proportionality and the test of necessity have to be kept in mind while passing 

PPOs. 

 The applicant who seeks order of postponement of publicity must be able to demonstrate 

substantial risk of prejudice to the pending trial. 

 The applicant who seeks order of postponement of publicity must displace the presumption 

of Open Justice. 

 Article 21 rights of a person are offended. 

 In this regard, the burden of proof will be on the applicant who seeks the PPOs.  

V. CONCLUSION 

The old saying that necessity is the mother of all inventions is also true in the case of PPOs. 

The impact of modern day mass media on the administration of justice which ultimately 

snowballed into free press versus administration of justice conflict urged the judiciary to invent 

PPOs. Being compelled by the developments and conflict and clash of rights and interests the 

Supreme Court, has made a declaration under Article 141, relating to the constitutional limitations, 

in the form of PPOs, on free speech under Art 19(1)(a), in the context of Art 2135 thereby ordering 

the balance between free press and administration of justice. Therefore, from this judicial law-

making of the Supreme Court through interpretation36, we may safely conclude that in any trial, 

civil or criminal, anyone, an accused or an aggrieved person, who genuinely fears that certain 

publication will infringe of his/ her rights under Art 21 to a fair trial, is entitled to approach an 

appropriate writ court and seek an order of postponement of the offending publication/ broadcast 

or postponement of reporting of certain phases of the trial (including identity of the victim or the 

witness or the complainant) and in that case the Court may grant such preventive relief, on a 

balancing of the right to a fair trial and Art 19(1)(a) rights. While doing so the Court should be 

mindful (1) of the principles of necessity and proportionality, (2) that such orders of postponement 

should be for short duration, (3) that it should be applied only in cases of real and substantial risk 

of prejudice to the proper administration of justice or to the fairness of trial, and (4) that the 

                                                           
35 ibid at para 45. 
36 “Such judicial law-making is part of the judicial process.  Further under Article 141, law-making through interpretation 

and expansion of the meanings of open-textured expressions such as “law in relation to contempt of court” in Article 19(2), 

“equal protection of law”, “freedom of speech and expression” and “administration of justice” is a legitimate judicial 

function”; ibid. 
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presumption of Open Justice is displaced by the applicant’s proof of substantial risk of prejudice 

to the pending trial37.  

As seen earlier the Court had said that PPOs can be passed suo motu or on being approached 

or on report being filed before it by subordinate court. However, it is of interest to note that only 

procedures to be followed by Courts while passing PPOs when approached were laid down in 

some detail and the Court had not said anything with respect to PPOs passed suo motu or on the 

report being filed before it by subordinate court. Though elaborate safety measures against possible 

misuse of PPOs are prescribed by the Supreme Court it did not venture upon enumerating 

categories of publication amounting to contempt as the Court(s)  has to examine the content and 

the context on case to case basis38 and that too without referring to 200th Law Commission 

Report. It is pertinent to mention the Law Commission recommendation of the proposed Sections 

14A and 14B in the Contempt of Court Act, 1971 for the purpose of passing postponement orders 

in respect of publications, and breach of such an order39. Leaving to the Courts to decide upon the 

categories of publication amounting to contempt may give rise to many interpretations. Viewed 

from this perspective, PPOs propounded by the Supreme Court with numerous safeguards against 

possible abuse will definitely swell the contempt jurisprudence and one is feared that it should not 

become an instrument in the hands of wealthy and influential litigants40, to subvert the course of 

Open Justice. The Orders of Postponement of Publication it is hoped will indeed turn out to be 

judicial ordering of the balance between Freedom of Press and Administration of Justice the two 

competing and compelling societal and constitutional rights.     

 

******************** 

                                                           
37 ibid at para 43. 
38 See the parting observation of the Court in para 45 Ibid. 
39 Supra note 11 at p 229-30; See annexure I at pp 234- 240. 
40 See Naveen Jindal vs M/S Zee Media Corporation Ltd & Anr., 5 March, 2015 Judgement by Justice Jayant 

Nath, available at http://indiankanoon.org/doc/115501094/ last visited on 24th October 2018; In this case, 

wherein an  application is filed seeking an interim injunction to restrain the defendants, etc. from writing, 

telecasting or airing any material, article, news etc. directly or indirectly pertaining to the purported 

allegations made against the plaintiff pertaining to an alleged incident of the year 2001 and 2010,  has been 

described by the Delhi Court as ‘another unfortunate case where two known corporate personalities are 

fighting each other tooth and nail oblivious of consuming precious judicial time’.  


